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THEORETICAL FRONTS 
 
 
Development of Servitudes and Its Influence............................................................Geng Zhuo 5  
 
［Abstract］Development trend of the servitudes in modern society exercises influence over civil 
law and its external．As concerns manifestation mode of the influence of servitudes ant its 
development trend, the influence is represented in the following fields: Firstly, the shock to 
existing system including the doctrine of property rights, such as legally prescribed real right, 
doctrine of one thing, one right, and principle of public summons and public reliability, and the 
system of usufructuary rights and servitudes. Secondly, expansion to its function. Servitudes can 
have substitution effect to torts law, and have exclusion and limitation effect to freedom of 
business and freedom of contract.Thirdly, extending the scope of its application. It can be 
illustrated by the public servitudes classed public utility servitudes and community servitudes. 
Environment servitude is the typical example of the former, and the pipeline law is the typical 
example of the former. It illustrates the way of the servitudes participating and promoting the 
society, and is regarded as a point of penetration of the phenomena that public law may be 
integrated with private law. 
 
Independence and Integration of Proprietary Claim: Focusing on Claim to Recover........ 
..........................................................................................................................................Zhu Hu 17  
［Abstract］On the basis of the interpretation to the norms of proprietary claim, which includes 
the claim to recover, according to the differences of institutional aims, constitutive requirements 
and legal consequences, proprietary claim should be distinguished from tortious claim of 
reparation, the confusion between them should be avoided in the matter of theoretical analysis and 
application of norms. But this distinction can’t necessarily lead to the distinction between 
proprietary claim and tortious claim. The special and independent proprietary claim of German 
law isn’t an inevitable legal and explanatory choice. This mode adopted by German law certainly 
has the systematic function of distinguishing real right from obligatory right, but there are also 
some possibilities of legal system construction and interpretation, even if the distinction between 
real right and obligatory right should be maintained. The vagueness of the mode adopted by 
German law, the developments of tort law and the thought of “remedy law” adopted consistently 
by Chinese law lead to another interpretation to Chinese law, that is, proprietary claim can be 
interpreted as a kind of tortious claim which is different from the tortious claim of reparation. 
Accordingly Article 34 and 35 of Chinese Real Right Law can be deemed accordingly as the 
special norms of Tort Law, thus the disadvantages in the existed interpretations can be avoided. 
 
Questioned the Statutory Personality Right........................................................Shen Yunqiao 35  



［Abstract］ The statutory personality right includes three aspects which are provided by civil 
law, provided by constitution law, and provided by civil law and constitution law.The purpose of 
the statutory personality right is to argue the codification of the personality right, and its deeper 
intention is to demonstrate the possibility of the independent part of the Civil Code of China in the 
future.So it will inevitably be caught in a paradox predicament because of their own legal 
positivism and utilitarianism basis, thus can’t derive its desired results, and also can’t meet the 
need of the form of rational demand for the codification of personality right.The personality rights 
as rights, and its color of natural law has not faded.The personality right has inherent open texture, 
and the core of Kantian’s theory of right, which resulting in a great inclusive and apply 
flexibility.In the past, there are colorful practices of personality rights, and there are so many 
personality rights which are not provided in laws are adequately protected.For the establishment of 
a sound, logical self  consistent system of personality rights, we should get rid of the theory of 
the statutory personality right, and insist on the dynamic and diversified development of 
personality right.Thus we establish a two  track development mechanism of personality rights 
with the legislative mechanisms and discovery mechanism. 
 
Use Meterial for Securities Insider Trading............................................................Zeng Yang 52  
［Abstract］Should the fact that insiders use material non  public information be one of the 
legal constitutive requirements for insider trading?This has been a difficult issue for legal system 
of insider trading.On one hand, it is logically rational that the legal constitutive requirements of 
insider trading contain a “use test”.On the other hand,it is very hard to prove that insiders use 
material non  public information.The difficulty becomes the only reason to give up “use test” 
in insider trading law.Through comparison and research on regulations and some cases, we can 
find that proof of presumption can eliminate the “use test” proof trouble.The legal presumption 
which comes from a fact presumption“Adler type presumption” is absorbed in US SEC2000 
10b5-1 new rules.China legislature may borrow the similar practice and solve the “use test” legal 
problems. 
 
Double Positions of Intent in the Criminal System: Elements of Negative Constitutive 
Requirements.......................................................................................................Cai Guisheng 66  
［Abstract］ In the historical development of the three  level criminal system, the element of 
intent has experienced many stages.It was firstly only an element of culpability, and then an 
element of constitutive requirement.Some times later the intent is split into two parts, one part in 
the level of constitutive requirement, the other in that of culpability.In the systematical program 
with these two separate parts, the factual intent is a question of constitutive requirement, while the 
intent of blame situated in the level of culpability.The double positions of intent in the system can 
not only illustrate the phenomena of attempt, intention etc., but also resolve the issue of the wrong 
judgment of the conditions of justification, such as imaginary defense, imaginary emergency, 
etc.This kind of cases of mistakes happened regularly in reality.To deal with this wrong judgment 
of the conditions of justification, some scholars may use the theory of the elements of negative 
constitutive requirement, which could preclude the constitutive requirement and resolve the 
problems quickly.However, this is the only advantage of this theory.When we want to maintain the 
three  level system, it is not appropriate to adopt the theory of the elements of negative 
constitutive requirement.If we adopt this theory, it would result in that  it is impossible to punish 



the perpetrator, in case he has not recognized all the conditions of justification.Furthermore, this 
theory neglects the significance of the conditions of justification from the perspective of the whole 
legal system. 
 
Objective Wrongfulness and Subjective Culpability of Crime of Endangering 
Driving..................................................................................................................Zhang Kewen 83  
[ Abstract］ Before arguing the circumstance crime concerning endangering driving, it is 
necessary to clarify the relations between the rules in the proviso of the Criminal Law of PRC and 
its implementation, as well as its actual and desired state.  Justification for punishment of abstract 
endangering crimes is based on moderate danger. As long as there is the typed behavior, it is 
dangerous. Judgments of specific endangering crimes are based on a real threat for the concrete 
object by the standardization protection. According to the different typed degree of the abstract 
dangerous crimes, sometimes it needs to undertake specific judgments. Regard dangerous and real 
harm all as the criminal results, not only will lead to separate the overall evaluation on the object 
harm and illegal properties of offense, but also violate the basic logic, common sense and 
jurisprudence，and bring about the technical concept to be the entity norms. The judgment of 
illegal properties of endangering driving should be focused on high probability to cause serious 
casualties. Although there is the internal consistency  between endangering crime and real 
damage crime, the reason why adhering  to take the real harm result standard as the affirmation 
of crime intentionally，because its consideration factors are the objective risk of behavior and 
normal requirements of society. The higher the risk is , the more requirements is needed. 
Advanced car traffic has raised greatly risk of endangering driving, but people always are 
accustomed to evaluate the behaviors by past standards. The purpose of legislation of endangering 
driving crime is to remove individual convictions and shape new traffic ethic. The intent of result 
could be deduced only according to the intent to behavior. When caused major or immediate 
danger or heavy casualties of realistic harm, the endangering driving behavior should be punished 
as the endangering public security in dangerous ways, instead of the traffic accident crime. 
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Exceptions of Illegal Contract’s Restitution-Forbidden Rule in Common Law.............. 
………………………………………………………………………………………...Li Aiping 103 
［Abstract］Illegal contract or contract against public policy cannot be executed under traditional 
common law.If they were executed, restitutionary claims would generally be forbidden.Such a 
basic legal rule could be partially justified, but the uncertainty and ambiguity of illegal make its 
application in practice become too harsh and rigid.Many jurisdictions have created some 
exceptional rules and use case  types approach to mitigate its opposite effects, but these efforts 
also have too many difficulties to cope with.Maybe judicial discretions is a possible way out of the 
judicial dilemma.So someone argued for the abolition of the general rule, others argued that 
judicial discretions is the rational way, but lots of evidences show that the general rule will 
continue to be allowed in Anglo  American law.Though the pattern of legislating discretionary 
rights has not become predominant, the scholars’ efforts in setting out a list of factors guiding the 
court towards the relevant points to take into account are of significant reference value. 
 



Theory of Civil Sanction of Insurance Fraudulent Misrepresentation in US and Its Revelatio 
n for China............................................................................................................ .Li Qingwu 121 
［Abstract］  We would discuss some rules for dealing with the relationship among the 
incontestable clause, the exclusion clause and the defense on the base of insurance coverage.At the 
same time, some countermeasures for improving the incontestable clause system in the Insurance 
Law of PRC would be provided.It is according to the system of the incontestable clause that the 
courts of U.S.have been regulating the fraudulent misrepresentation with civil liability.The 
disagreement about the civil liability among the courts stems from disputes about the system of 
the incontestable clause.The stance of the courts towards fraudulent misrepresentation has gone 
through three stages: from completely supporting the fraud to partly denying the fraud, and then 
completely denying the fraud by the exclusion clause, which result from the changes of the 
conditions in which the system of the incontestable clause has been operating. The 
countermeasures for improving the incontestable clause system in the Insurance Law of PRC 
mainly consist of the followings: fraudulent misrepresentation is divided into malignant fraudulent 
misrepresentation and non  malignant fraudulent misrepresentation, and the kinds of the 
malignant fraudulent misrepresentation should be stipulated; the malignant fraudulent 
misrepresentation excludes from the system of the incontestable clause; the incontestable period 
for the non  malignant fraudulent misrepresentation should be 10 years. 
 
Cost-benefit Analysis on Assessment of Administrative Legislation: Eeperience in US and   
Practice in China........................................................................................................Zhao Lei 132 
［Abstract］Our government needs an efficient assessment mechanism on administrative 
legislation. An ideal assessment mechanism should employ a multidimensional method which 
takes into consideration rules’ impacts on economic development as well as environment and 
public health. Cost  benefit analysis applied by many countries such as US, is such a 
comprehensive tool for assessment of legislation. It tests the net benefits of a proposed rule by 
subtracting the rule’s total costs from its total benefits. The experiences of US suggest that there 
are strong and effective objections to present major refutations of cost  benefit analysis. 
Compared with feasibility approach, absolutist approach and intuitive balancing approach, cost 
benefit analysis has obvious advantages. If cost  benefit analysis is applied in administrative 
legislation assessment  in China, environment, public health and other factors will be considered 
scientifically. It will help the government to improve the quality of administrative legislation 
efficiently to apply the cost  benefit analysis in the way from a procedural rule to a soft rule 
gradually. 
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Latest Developments of Party Autonomy for Law Choice in International 
Contracts:Comment on Hague Principles on the Choice of Law in International 
Contracts................................................................................................................Liu Renshan 146 
［Abstract］ Hague Principles on the Choice of Law in International Contracts (Hague Principles) 
drafted by The Hague Conference on Private International Law represents the latest development 
in the field of contractual conflict of laws.The Hague Principles emphasizes on the principle of 



party autonomy of international contracts.On one hand, the parties’ freedom of choice of law has 
been fully respected in order to highlight the status of the principle of party autonomy in the field 
of international contracts.On the other hand, overriding mandatory rules and public policy are the 
two substantial exceptions to the principle of party autonomy.Generally speaking, the Hague 
Principles has formulated the basic structure which consists of strengthening freedom as the 
principle and certain restrictions as the exception.Taking the Hague Principles as the reference in 
comparative law, the principle of party autonomy which is stipulated in the Act on Application of 
Laws to Foreign  Related Civil Relations 2010 and its Judicial Interpretation still needs further 
explanation for proper application. 
 
Pushing Process of UN Human Rights Treaty Body System: New Development of UN 
Human Rights Protection..................................................................................... Dai Ruijun 158 
［Abstract］ UN Human Rights Treaty Body System is a collective concept of treaty bodies (TB) 
established under the UN core human rights treaties and the measures and procedures used to 
monitor implementation by state parties of their international human rights obligations.Since its 
operation, more and more challenges are in front of this system.In 2009, UN High Commissioner 
for Human Rights launched a process on the strengthening of TB system. Later in 2012, another 
process named “intergovernmental process of the General Assembly on strengthening and 
enhancing the effective functioning of TB system” was launched by UN member states. The two 
processes disagree on many issues, especially the precedence of the two processes, the role of 
State parties, the nature of TB, and the influence of other stakeholders. However, the disagreement 
has never prevented the TB from becoming increasingly stronger. The ultimate approach to solve 
the conflict between resources shortage and backlogs of TB is strengthening the national human 
rights protecting system, since an effective national system can deal with most problems 
domestically. 
 


